OPAS – User Rights Overview
Summary: Overview of User Rights; Rights are organized by Groups, and Users within Groups. Click to
grant (green) or restrict (red) access on a Read | Edit | Create | Delete basis

OPAS was created to help organizations share information. While we do not of course subscribe to an
‘everyone can see everything’ philosophy, the software is created with a bias toward collaboration and
cooperation. Permissions are most easily managed when they are broadly set but can be refined to a
high degree.
The user rights area mimics the OPAS Program Areas, so you will want to be familiar with all the
Program Areas and screens within those Program Areas.
This and related User Rights documents will use the conventions of “Read-Only”, and “Read/Write”
when speaking broadly about user permissions

Overview: What

OPAS rights center around four criteria:
•
•
•
•

Read: the user can see this information
Change: the user can edit this information
Append: the user can create a new record or element
Delete: the user can delete this information

Those four criteria are applied in a top-down structure:
• Program Area – the user may have Read-Only access to the Dates area.
He/she can only see information but not create, edit or delete it
• Screens / Grids within the Program area – the user may have Read-Write
access to the Dates area, but cannot delete compositions within the
Program grid (when a User loses read/write access to a grid, the upperright-hand icons are grayed out)

•

Overview:
Where
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Fields – while it is not the default setting, you can configure permission
for individual fields – the user may have Read/Write access to the Dates
area but cannot change the conductor.

In a standard OPAS installation, all the User Login information – permissions,
passwords, settings, preferences – are stored in a dedicated database within the
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USERDATA folder. Do Not try to open any individual files in this folder unless
specifically directed by Technical Support.
All of your OPAS Account chores will be
managed within OPAS itself. You will
create, edit, lock and remove users via the
Rights area.
In some OPAS installations, Technical
Support will have migrated your logins out of the dedicated database in the
USERDATA folder and imported them into your SQL Server database. In this
case, some User setting files within the USERDATA folder are still used (and
again, don’t open/change anything in USERDATA unless you’ve spoken with
Tech Support first).

Overview: Who

OPAS permissions adopt the Windows™ convention of Groups and
Members/Individuals with the Group
Members of a Group automatically inherit the rights of that Group, but any of
those rights can be overwritten and changed for that individual.

A new OPAS installation will have several User Groups already set up and you
can create as many as you like.
While each individual user / login must belong to a Group, you don’t have to use
Groups to configure permissions. You could instead assign all users to a single
Group that has full rights to all OPAS areas, and then manage/restrict all rights
at the ‘individual’ level. If you are managing ten or fewer OPAS Users, this can
be an effective method.

Overview: How

The method for setting rights for Groups and for Individuals is the same
Select the Group or Individual from the drop-down on the User Group or Users
tab
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Select the OPAS Program Area from the menu on the
left. Where necessary, Expand the Program Area to set
detailed permissions within the Program Area

Click cells within the grid on the right hand side to grant/deny permission.
Green means the Group or User has access, Red means they do not.

If you click the READ box to red in order to deny access, the entire row will turn
red (as restricting read access logically renders the other actions moot).
See the related guides on shortcuts, other considerations and a more detailed
discussion of password policies
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